Sink or swim?

Where is the New Zealand economy headed?
Over the past few years food producers in New Zealand
have been subjected to a relentless smear campaign by
lobby groups, media and the government.
The general public has been brainwashed to think that
our food production needs radical change. This Blame
Game has focused on GHG emissions, water quality, and
biodiversity. It’s time to put the record straight.

Land use in New Zealand
Food production area has been shrinking for decades.
New Zealand’s land area
Urban and lifestyle blocks
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Horticulture
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Plantation forestry
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DOC estate, natural cover

48%

Over half of this country is in trees, mountains,
natural cover. ALL farming is 39% of total land area.
A projection of current trends is shown in the graph
on page 3.
How is New Zealand going to earn a high standard
of living? What happened to “the Switzerland of the
Pacific”? Is Auckland really the powerhouse of the
economy? How would Auckland get on as a separate
nation like Singapore?

Contradictions, double standards,
symbolic gestures
“The Environment” has become a religion for some
people. Lobby groups get their funding by creating
anxiety. The Green Party gets most of its votes from
wealthy electorates, so the rich, who tend to have
the most GHG emissions from driving and flying, can
appease their consciences.

New Zealand has clean water
Google lists New Zealand as one of seven nations with
the cleanest water in the world. What’s the prize for being
cleaner than that? There is an annual swimming race in
the Waikato river through Hamilton, though the race stops
short of the sewer outlet. Auckland beaches are swimmable
some of the time. How many rivers in New Zealand are not
swimmable? There are problems with E. coli sometimes, but
that is usually because of birds.

Another contradiction in the official line is “that sediment is bad”.
But where did human civilisations set up? Today there is huge
angst in Vietnam about the Chinese building more dams
on the headwaters of the Mekong river, because the annual
floods bring new soil to farmers in Vietnam, renewed fertility.
Nutrient: there is huge pressure to keep animals out of
waterways here, yet the same people enjoy watching large
animals in Africa playing in rivers and lakes. Three tonne
hippos live in the water. Strangely enough, Africa has 22
times the number of freshwater fish species than New
Zealand, 1,279 versus 58. Nutrient feeds life. Other countries
fly fertiliser onto lakes to feed plant life to grow bigger fish.

Ten thousand flamingos … a beautiful sight, but you wouldn’t want
to swim there.

Double standards apply: cities escape severe fines for
breaches of sewage and stormwater regulations, but food
producers get hammered.

 Do “greenies” understand the big picture? Big animals
live in African rivers and there are 1279 species of
freshwater fish, compared to 58 in New Zealand’s barren
rivers, where the water is too clean.
 Native fish in New Zealand thrive in unfenced pools in
well developed farmland, where “piranha like” brown
trout are not present, and more nutrients are in the
water (PhD research paper).
 And Australian police have detained more than two
hundred people who have deliberately lit fires… but
global warming gets blamed.

Rivers aren’t fenced in Africa

Biodiversity
New Zealand always had poor biodiversity.
Africa

New Zealand

Species of
mammal

1,150

2

Species of snake

68

0

Species of fish

1,279

58

Species of bird

430

196 (but 48 now extinct, 32
during Maori civilisation)

At their peak, livestock were grazed over 60% of New
Zealand’s land area. That’s down to 37% now. Large areas
have reverted to scrub and native bush, and many hectares
have been retired by DOC or donated by food producers as
QE2 covenants. Some species of native birds have grown in
numbers, and some species have self introduced.

Why taxing methane is theft
 It is unjust. It fails to recognise the natural carbon cycle.
 It is unscientific. The method of assessing the levels of
methane from ruminants is flawed.
 It is unfair. The assumptions are based on figures that
are officially + or - 50%.
 It is unlawful. The Paris Agreement said to exclude food
production.
 It is economic madness. Why leg-rope the sector leading
the recovery?
The Paris Accord has a goal of stabilising GHG emissions in
a way that does not reduce food production. New Zealand
agriculture has complied with those requirements since
1990. New Zealand is squandering its land resource, with
no planning around food security for a population which is
increasing by two percent per year.

Trees are good?
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A thirty year crop is a big risk. Log values over the past thirty
years have been low more often than high. Eighty percent
of our export logs currently go to China, where almost all
of them are milled for boxing around concrete, used, then
burnt. So much for capturing carbon, it’s a farce!
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Is logging sustainable seventeen times in five hundred years?
Pine trees have damaging effects on soils, streams, aquatic
life, and inshore fisheries, and logging trash ruins beaches. It
is a very expensive process to reinstate food production on
logged over areas.
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The wall of wood

As NZ population grows to 13 million by 2100, the area per
person available for growing food shrinks from 2.3 hectares
per person to 0.6 hectares. Assumes that 3 million hectares is
planted in trees, or urban sprawl, or lifestyle blocks.
The ETA is an earnest attempt to align New Zealand’s GHG
emissions with the Paris Accord. But subsidising tree growing
is not changing behaviour around the use of fossil fuels.
Consider the actions of much richer countries: Norway has not
stopped exploration for oil and gas; Singapore has not reduced
air traffic through Changi airport, or shipping through its port.
New Zealand is naive to think that it can be a world leader
in reducing manmade climate change. Shooting yourself in
the foot hurts.

You can’t eat wood.

Twenty years ago New Zealanders were promised an
era of prosperity when the wall of wood was
harvested.

What are the most effective steps that the New Zealand
Government can take to tackle climate change?
Avoid one Los
Angeles Trans Pacific
roundtrip flight
3.0

Upgrade light bulbs
0.10
Recycle
0.21

Live car free
2.3
Hang-dry
clothes
0.21

One fewer
person
58.6

Buy green
energy
1.47

Wash clothes
in cold water
0.25

Replace typical
car with hybrid
0.52

Switch electric
car to car free
1.15
Eat plant based diet
0.82

The New Zealand government speaks with a forked tongue. It has no population policy, with a 46%
increase in people since 1990. And current policy promotes long distance tourism for visitors and
New Zealanders. Planting trees to offset our extravagant lifestyle is a short term band aid.

Reinventing New Zealand?
New Zealand 1970 “CAN DO”

NEW ZEALAND 2020 “CAN’T DO”

Think big

Think small

Development

High cost regulations, Environment Court

Average wage $5,000

Average wage $52,000

Average house price $8,600

Average house price $639,000, debt slaves

5 people per small house

2.8 people per big house

Low debt, two thirds GDP (public plus private)
(2.5 times GDP at end of WW2)

High debt, twice GDP

Saved money

Borrow money

Farming highly regarded

Farming denigrated

Growth culture

Entitlement culture

NZ owned land, forests, railways
BNZ, dairy processing, energy,

Family silver mostly sold to foreigners
What’s left to sell?

Positive productivity

Negative productivity

Target of self sufficiency

Target of dependency

Common sense politics

Lobby group politics

With the odd exception, New Zealand is now led by people who have never been hungry, never fought in a war, and never
run a business. Will we have the discipline, as our forefathers did, to rebuild at an affordable cost?

Reality check

NZ’s productivity crisis

The current government is engaged in granting an extra
holiday, and five more days of sick leave. “Let’s stop moving”…
Meanwhile, new immigrants are fast taking over ownership
of the best cashflow businesses, because they work hard, and
avoid employment and overtime costs by working within the
family. Politicians pander to the bottom 20% of society while
imposing more and more cost on businesses. How is New
Zealand going to compete on the world stage?

 The internal cost structure to build houses and roads is well
above what our export sector can afford.

A people feedlot

 Endless environmental reports. What % of NZ’s 94,000km of
roads are an “environmental disaster”?
 15 years to action an irrigation scheme while costs double
and triple.
 Every extra bureaucrat has to justify his/her existence. The
regulators are breeding.
 Symbolic gesture: banning exploration for oil and gas will lead
to more imported energy.
 Economy held together by productivity increase in the
agricultural sector.
 You will pay indirectly for the carbon credits paid to rich
people who plant trees. One estimate is $7,000 per houshold.

Solutions
Just like animal feedlots, the feed is trucked in and the waste piped
out. New Zealand earns its living from the land, not from the cities.
Written by Derek Daniell, farmer in the Wairarapa. “It’s a
huge worry to witness the kneejerk, political response to
the Paris Accord… blame the animals? There is so much
muddled thinking for the short term, not for a sustainable
New Zealand.”

derek@wairererams.co.nz
Feel free to download and share this
document from www.wairererams.co.nz

 The planet is overstocked with people, the root of all our
problems? Cap New Zealand’s population at 5 million.
 New Zealand’s Paris Accord targets: remove ruminant
emissions. Remove the government guarantee of carbon
credit payments for planting trees.
 Continue oil and gas exploration, target self- sufficiency.
 Impose a significant entry charge on tourists. Increase foreign
visitor charges for all tax payer created facilities, e.g. Aotearoa
trail. It works in Bhutan.
 New Zealand agriculture is more regenerative of soil fertility
than most countries in the world. Don’t handicap food
production with stupid regulations.

